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This is the Final Technical Report for the NASA Cooperativ.e 
Agreement NCC 5-14 "Application of Laser Ranging and VLBI Dat.a 
to a Study of Plate Tectonic Driving Forces" for the funding 
period 1 May 1979 through 30 April 1980. The broad goals of our 
research under this Cooperative Agreement have been to investigate 
the conditions under which changes in plate driving or.~x;esistive 
forces associated with plate boundary earthquakes will bi . 
measurable \.,i th laser ranging or VLBI and to pinpoint those 
aspects of plate forces that can be characterized by such 
measurements. 
This Report is divided into three parts, each describing 
a specific research task completed during the past year and 
contributing to the broad goals of the project: (1) analytic 
solutions for two-dimensional stress diffusion in a viscoelastic 
plate following earthquake faulting on a finite fault; 
(2) finite-element solutions for three-dimensional stress 
diffusion in a viscoelastic Earth following earthquake faulting; 
and (3) quantitative constraints from modeling of global 
intraplate stress on the magnitude of deviatoric stress in the 
lithosphere 
PART 1: ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF TWO DIMENSIONAL TIME 1 
DE~ENDENT STRESS PROPAGATION 
1. Intrcducticn 
-,---_. 
, 
l'~ ost of the eat'thquakes~tuaay occur along plat.e boun-
I 
strain energy accumulates and tQl~ases at 
, ' . 
tr. ese dar ies. 
boundaries ,deforms surfaces, 
I ~ 
and causes Ja~mage. 
I 
uI'.ders ta nJing orea rt b qual< e m E<;:h a n is Irs is pe~,:c [:Ii ng i:lOre 
importaptip crder to forecast and, further, to predict 
earthCj uakes. 
rIhe rnigraticn of Ila,rge eartllguakes was: fiqit s~tudied 
. I ~~_._. ._. I J' 
by i i'lPJi (1968a,11968b) .:.~- Delsemme and smitil '(1979) (have 
! " 
ljuaintitatively analyzed the migraticn pattern: along many 
1 ! t, ~. . d h l'~ . dl . .'1' pate J.:OUll, .. ii.I:leS ar:oun~.t.e wor u; per:l0 lC tr:en'1s 1n 
.. 1 I I 
space ~nd tirre are obtained. A gualitative ·mechanism can-
ceL'nil:g a !.=ossibli' rlee(:-seated mig['ationfr.:ont of stcess 
trig~~r:in~ earthquakes along its' pror:agatin.,J 
I 
direction 
(SC!lOlz, 1977) is [the gener:al eXFlanation to the migration 
........ I 
P!-,CIlo~'2r;a:-.. Ho'.;€ver, the relaticrisrdp between la,l:'ge earth-c::-::-c. 
G1lcd:cs •. at I:Jrea.ter-time-distanc~ intervals is less clear. 
Recently,-tlle nigration Of- crustal deformation has !Jeen 
., . I 
i 
discovera,l in ma.r.y tectcnic areas (Kasi1.hara, 1979) • 
,---
T)i spe I." sinn ,':in d dis s ip at':±.unc f thE'! d (>f or: ITa t ion '." a 'w',?f orm ar e 
also liott'G 
' .. 
I "-',., . 
as charaGt;.c:cl.st~cs. 
SC~~!ilS to !~,lVC~ oriqir.at,q~l feOi;) t~.8 viCLility of t\~, lJ:,:!nch. 
plat.€ !fctien genErJ.tes th(! tlpfcrr.atiop. evC"nts, 0[' that it 
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2 
Analytical sc 1 uticnabo c t tt.e'stress (or J ' ,d.lsplacement) ! 
.I , J 
- - - ___ . J ~ 
L€'~por.se it;! tiroe' ainu: sf.ace due to eat:thquake distllrcances 
(it lh~ Flnte l;ounlda-cy is~_still ti€de~sat:1 to obtain 
cal illsigr.ts o,f thei- m':i:grat ion,_prccEss., __ , 
physi-
eat: t hq uakes on plate motien using ana11tical ~ne-
d i I., (~r: s ion ill viscoela'stic an-d two-dimensiicnal ela5t~G 
mo.l (! ls • 'rh_e 
• , , ~-j 
[cdels inccq;'orated the intetdGtions ce:tween I -,-, 
lit~~sRhecG an~ the as~henosphere. 
i " . 
PQriodidEa[thqu(\k~-s Jthe one dimensional ~tu .. lI' sho'AsiiJni-
, I 
, 
ficant f luc t ua. ti'cn s cE~ d isr-lacernen t fie ld at lat:g e dis-
j" : "-, .. _- ,~":" ___ ~_.J ----
ti\rlCeS from the plate bcunda,ry. Th'e two dim,8p.;;ional ;ncdel 
elastic ~ectangulaI: pIa tes I I " cne 
OVI1L'lyir.-] the ct,hQt-~~ "ith different thicknesses as shown 
I\prlyin~ a unit dis't=laceme~nt at th€:' [-late 
i 
suq'jQsts that the instantaneous elastic deforrna-
I~' 
siJnifican't~,ithinia distance equivalent to the 
lc n 'j t r. of the f <llll t r u p t u [' ~. 
# 
In this ['r~port, we Ext-'eMi 011[' tKO Jifi1en:5iolvll elastic 
I 
:;t'J,iy to <1 visccelnsti-c rr.()J~~,). 'lsin.] tl:c GUl'l:'(;s.)oiHl·Y:1c\? 
in tb,' lithcSFh(HC are calc\:lntcd. 
I 
.l 
\ 
3 
2. 'I .... o Dimensional 'lime-!>ependent solution of Stress 11ro-
pa9.1 t.ien 
7 i tr e d e r: e nd en tEe 1 u ti ens 
1.J I 
of-ihori2ontal stL'ess and 
stcu.ir. PCOpa'Jiltion.ir. 1..~thoEphere carnl.e obtained using 
ct)r['(>isi)~ndellce pcinciplE ''cr.~istlaps·en, 1971). Figu.re 1 
'i . . i .... 
s!~o .... s d finite twog~me!nsicnal FlatE witlh lehjth L, width 
, .. - .• - I 
2C, thickness 91 overlying a seccnd layer of the same size 
dnd thickness . H2. We choope a sirnplei i1aX,\{e4.1iah viscoe-
Ii \-~".- - ~ I 
lastic h)r.avior in shear £6rl the asth,enosphere, and' ':ll.'P 
~lastic ['eE~onse in the lithcEphere. The hatched dre~­
n:p;r(/~~Hits the finite ['uJ:ture zene at the plate iJoun.Ja.cy 
.... i t.h total width 20 • Tbe x-cooL'dinate is noreal tD the 
. ! 
! 
platE bculluacy and t1.e y-cccrd~n<tte·-·-lis parall,§.bc to the 
\ .! i ' 
platp. bo,muiu"y. 'Ilie origir.iis lecated' a't thE Genter of 
the "i r'l ~Il t". ~e are calculatiny thE st['ess and displace-
m~nt ut ~pp.cific distances fIcm the origin in both x und y 
di r'(~ction s. 
stacting with the equations of Motion in the two 
dirncnsicor'll ~lastic case 
1. 1- 1 1 '12 1 2 J u / J x -+ (1 - v ) a II / J y + 11 H')" v / ( d x . Il Y ) 
-::::!;t ( 1 - V 2 ) u/ (E • E 1 . Ii 2) 
2 /v/ Jyl+(l-y) a1 v/Jx l +(1 H') i'U/(JX'dY) 
-:2;d 1- v.l. )v/ (E ·H1·1l2) 
(1b) 
.... 1.:0 ["(' ll, V r\ L" e 1'liSP Lt cemen t fi ~l c1 i nx, y lli ruction 
., is the PCi~.sOIi'!:; rutio, E is tb .. ~ YOU:1g's 
4 
modulus of the lithcsphere, and p. is the shear r:lo.lulus 
the azth<mospnere. 
of 
Take Lal=lace transfcrm cf' (la) and (lb) and ncn-
diL'lensic:nalize 
u, v by the in itia! ~displacelte~ t at rup'ture, zone, 
I 
x, "1 by !il, t~}.e thickness of the 'lit.hosFheI:'€ , and 
t 1y 'I, the reluxa tion time of the asthelioSpheI:'c, 
we ottain: 
2JZt:)d~~~"i(1IY) a2u.(JY~)+ (l+V) tv/ (JX·Jy) 
=2 (:f1fUi)/!(EI'HfL, (1-v) T's-U/(T,sf 1) 
i .... I 
t .1. 1 l.~ ~ . 
2 d v/Jy + (1-v) a v/Jx 'TC{1+V) J t/(dX'dY) 
=2(Hl~/-d/(E'H2) (1-V~) 'I.s:C<~:V/('.l"S"l), , 
( 2a) 
(2b) 
tLe nor.-(H~'=!nsicnal U and v in LaFl<\ce dOlJain, T is the 
r~luxation time of the asthenospheI:'e, and s is the laplace 
i.~ I 
The clbcve t.wo egua t~2J~s aI:'E similaI:' tothos'e in our 
t. \oiO !l iiH~nz iona 1 elastic Cd s@. e l<ce pt t ha t tl~eI:'e is a tim e 
dc,ll(!n(il:.!llt fllctor '1s/('1s+1) at thE eight liclIld side cf the 
~:e CclO ftJr.thr>r si[~1[:lify the QIJunti'.Jn~ (2a) dnd (1b) 
into: 
r' 
t 
5 
, 
V2r-:;:k ~/2 
·-2- ; %. fly = k / (1-V) 
.... 
(4) 
whert> V.L is the laplacianop€ratcr in two diocnsicn and 
, , 
k:2. (s) = 2 (;«. Ii 1 ) / ( E· H2) (1 - .,4 ) 'I 5/ (T 5 + 1 ) 
A set of solutions .pnat satisfies €(l'laticllS (3) and 
(4) is 
'J(. :::. 
l'll IT 
C 
" 
6 
,------
,-----, 
The coefficients AljA2, ••••• ,B3,B4 are functions of m. 
- --
displacement fields decay eJt.f_one.ntially 
with i-ana' the decay constan~s, a and h, are time-
d ej) (! n d "= r. t • 
:;ou nclacy condi tier.s-_ r-----
(-;c~ate-icthqjJ akes and t};e ir ,aftec shocks OIL~~y occur 
alon1ra small poction of the :coundaJ:Y. To simalate a fin-
ito rupture ~cne, ~e aPfl~ a unit ,--displ;ac,a-m-dn,t: - in the 
I 
.ha tched 
--~~' 
area from y=-~ ~~ ~=D throughout tb~thickness Hl 
The remain:der 0 f this boundaI:Y is fixed 
. 1-'-
in i'the x. di ract icn.,-:fig IJre 2-gi Vesa top_view of the 
, 
Hotion '0 .lr. the- y direction l;S !all.oioled at tl:e tr;eriah. 'Ihe 
rici ge s il1e is assul!ed t c be ~t re ~s free. Al.:>n.J the ot her 
t~~o Loundaries,i ".'e':confir..€ the motion to the y direction 
a1ld it; nOl.:e fI:' ietion. 
;'j(lt;:Gi!ldtically, t1:cse ccnditions ,lre:= 
U (0, Y) =[)/C+ ~ •• 5in (d·D) CO§ (o{oY) /(~'C)-
a'X(L,Y)= LXY(L,y)=O 
vex,:C)=o 
, 
t 
7 
Usini these boundary conditions and .e]uaticns (3) , . 
(4), '"e obtain time-deFenden t coefficients with the-s:~ame 
fOLr.! as 
.. - - "'-. '::...:.. -. " 
in two dimensional'-elastic case. Invert ing 
I to I tLc tirr:e do:;;ain from the Lat=lac€ dcmain with the Fast 
:ourier transform, simFle numerical solution results 
(Du hner an d Abat e, 1 968) • 
!1es'Jl ts 
, 
In most of_ t;le figu.J:es-shc~n below, we use two kinds 
. . __ . I 
of units, uimensi01l1ess tnit and dimensional unit. For 
di~ensional unit ~€ refer to 
L=50()O krr 
C=4CuOk itn 
H1=1JOkm 
I!2=eOkm 
D=800km 
,..«=.7e11 dy I1e/c m 
::;= 1 • 7 e 1 2 d y n el en: 
,!=7e7 SEC 
7=Sc19 poise 
to thE-' L~pture zene te ~iffi'ulate ear:thgllake slip. 
ThE u disFlacc~ellt Facallel to the x-axis at dis-
---I 
litltCc-S of !JOO,llOO, ,:md 1200 krn f["err tte ·tr:.ench .1[e sbewn ir. 
1 -I 
!,t tiil:.e 0, t.::e ,list!lrt<lIICE rlt pl'lte bC'Jndnry 
eff~cts only adjacent r:agicns of the plate. As tine 
8 
The velocity as a functi-o~ of time along the x-.'lxis 
I 
is '-'s-hc\in in figure 4. T--lle effec.t o~f the asthenosphe~ .. i_c 
strlessrelaxaticn is ob \.];OCus. The shape .ot the velocity 
curve is sim.ilar to those, in cur 6ne dimensicnal moiel~ 
... ---_._; ,---- ----
I 1 ' 
",hic!l'assuOTles an infinite faplti ho~ev~r, the lJagnitude of 
I I - . , 
tee' lila x imu II ! velQci ty is ~malieJ;.:than th.c one dirneniional 
1 I I for exanple, the maximam velocity cat 400 - k.m from CitSC. 
the fault is I abcut 25'''' small.~'Tl:is sugsests that fault 
length is one imFcrtan,t factO.I: forpropaga.tion velocity. ,-'~ 
,_._ .. - --"-,.. : 
'-"1 
i 
Fisuee 5 sho-ws .the .v .Qisr:lacementalollg the p<?s,~t£ve 
, 
Y it xi sat • t. iro. eO,S, 1 0, 2 0, 4 O. .... 1 ......... ', ... 'He max i.m,um v7qis'E!aceme.n.:t 
always occurs.at 
P V.! cemen t I field 
! 
tlhee~d' 
I 
dec<: y s 
relaxutioh effect is not 
-I 
of the rugture zone~ The dis-
; i I 
eXfcqentially liTt.h time. '1he 
1 i 1 • 
, I 
obvious in thi's direction because 
oue initial displacement is essentially perpendicular to 
, ....... 
I 
11 t the .J;i me cf the ect~.t hq ua ke ve r y high . shear, ... .1 
": 
I 
stresses (rlbout 110 ~~~~) cceur at the end of the rupture 
zone as sliown in ii/jure 6. Tr.e ne'1ativ€ sign J:"epresents 
th~ oci":!ntaticn of the sl:ear. These an'! (lep(~n,lent. on the 
1: 0.1'- rl,i 1: y co n..I it i G ns • 
:h c t.i me (1cp Gn 'l(:;nt so ~Il t ion 0 f st t- E::SS if r j at: di.:J(~Il­
::;ior,l("!Js distdnces 0,4,8 ,'liong tie x ilX is is shewn in fiy-:~::' 
ur~~ 7. ;:or a 1.6 (jete!:" horizontal ~lip at th~ bO~::·f)11 .. l!:-Y, 
.. 1 
, 
1 
the stress at x=O is about 22.5 bars, which i3 consisten,t 
'.dt h fi ni tee,lemen t calculatio,ns (Yang, 1979). The stess 
dec"iiys exponentially with dist"anc€. for shot'f-'time inter:" 
I " 
vu!s uftec t~e earthguakcdisturbance. At several hun-I ' - " --- I c_ . __ . 
dreds of kilome~er away frem the boundary ,the celaxation 
I I _ . . 
effect is agdin significant. 
--Yiguce 8-_,::1.::s the distril:uticn of stress ()~ i!long the 
y-uxis. 
i 
F,oI:' :short times, the stress rf.< changes sign 
across the !toundary of tte [rupture 
I 
zene at 
i 
y=800km. A 
sui I.!pn slip in the rupture zone incrEasES t;,~e stress lIe v4'~ 1 1---- i 
, 
outsitle of the zone rar~llel to the r-la te 15cfrln (~ary. This 
slijht increase in stress may tri]ger earth1uakes in the 
neiyhLorinq area along the plate toundacy if the tectonic 
stress level is already large. 
3. Summary 
Cur two dimensional analytical study of stress propa-
I 
(:lotion, has r-eelLcomplete.L Although thi§ is a .simrle two 
l'i)'Er medel, it <Jives results that [~~tain~hc siynificant 
fe'.ltllr(~s found in moce complicatEd tirlitE:(elem€Ilt rredels. 
dApendent cxpcncntial decay con~tant of th~ QisplacG~ent 
1-'---" "-, 
c1!lti $tL":~ss fields and alld""\ls to ilndc:rstand the fCOCCsS 
in SO:nE ,1ctail. Iio,:eVEC, it i!:: Poot easily ]ener3.1ized to 
sp0citic rcgicn.s. G,,;r futt:re ~tudy will cor:CGntrate on 
10 
! 
the 'uevcloprnent1 of an • infinite element' b'lsad cn cur 
'", I 
analytical sclutions to simrlify three dimensional finite 
eler:u~nt modelling. 
, 
, 
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J 1 
Finite twc-dilIensicnal Flate; model with !l~ngthL, 
~ i d t h 2 C , i t n i C k n e S s __ .j) f t l:e 1 it h o!:: P 11 e['e H 1 , and the 
Cl.sther.csph['eic thickr.ESS H2. Tl:e hatch~d a tea, 
['ep:esents the fInite [~ptuJ:e:20ne gl: th~ Fl~te l;oun-
I 
daJ:Y with width 20. 11~ x-cooJ:dinat~ is ucr~al to 
the plate boundaJ:7 an-d tl:ey-co:JJ:dinate is pa['allel 
. to the ~lateboundary~ The origin is locatea a~ \he 
! 
cente[' of the "fault". ~~e a!?ply a unit displacement 
throughout the thickness ot the lithcs~he~e in the 
rUfture zene tc !::i~ulate an ea['th~uake. 
• , 
'\. ---- ------~---.---------------- - -- - -- -------------- ---- -- ------
---:----2C :''il, -~--.-/-
y 
+ nJ--~~~---J, 
H2 
-L ___ ~-------_...1!ij---~----.;;.-~ 
:1 
" 
Figure 1 
flGURE 2 
". 
This is the top ~i~w cf the model. A unit, di~place-
mGnt in th~ r~pture zone nor~al to tbe trench'is 
ullI=liedtc simulate earthquake slip. 'Iherest of 
this 1:ou nllaty is i fixed to t.he x-di rectio n i ho .... ~~v er, 
motion in the y-dir Ect io'n is a llow eo.. ThJ.ti~~ige sid~~ 
is assu med to b e ~:trl=!sls fre(!,t. Along th e oUler two 
tour.JaciQs, ~e confine the motion to the y liirection 
and i~norQ friction. 
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RIDGE 
, 
~ ~ __ IO~! 
x 
BASIC EQUATION ... HI~.~·-~.iK-
;}X 
1--1 
EXTENDgO-T-O-gLANE-.5IRE:SS. PRQB.L.E.t-L 
i ' 
i 1 -", ----
J.J ___ _ 
" 
< I 
.- T' An ,~--
:' . 
TRENCH 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
- -1:-
1)' UN:IT, 'X-DISPLACEMENT IN.THE RUPTURE ZONE 
2) RIDGE IS STR~SS FR~E 1 ---~-
3) ZERO Y-DISPLACEMENr ON THE OTHER-T-We-Be~NDARIE-S-;. 
i: 
Figure 2 
FIGURE :: 
'Ine u-Jist:lacement [-arallel to t}~e X axis. 
are non~d~men~i0n~lizEd 
'", ___ I ' ty 
1--:----, 
,Distances I 
lithos~~here. 'Ihe IlU1:I})er hy the CUI:ve is the t-di:;len-
t i rn e • ~ t , time, 0 I the dis t u rrrcm ~!;! at. _ p 1 ate 
l!oUIt;~ry effects only adjacent z:eyiclls. A s time 
increasos,it gradually propagates deeper into the 
plilte. 
FIGURE 4 
I 
'fht::: 'velocity (tim~ derivative of the u-llisplacep.ent) 
as a functioliof·,ti,ffiEl.allony the x-a:(is at .x=4,8,112~ 
... ' '-- -
~- , ' , 
T h'e 'effect I of the ast,henospl:erlc stress relnxd tio!! is 
. I . ---~. -', 
obvious. 'Ihe maximum velocity at x=4 is a.bout 2S\; 
~maller than the corresEonding one di~ensiondl case. 
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PART 2: 
1 . 
TIME DEPENDENT DEFORMATION AND STRESS RELAXATION 
AFTER STRIKE SLIP EARTHQUAKES 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Great dama~e has been caused by shallow .strike slip 
I 
earthquakes atQng plate bounda~ies in
l 
various parts·of the 
world. The mechanism of these earthquakes has long interested 
I . 
i 
seismologists. The study of geodet.iC measurements of the 
I: ., .. '. ,- I 
1906 San francl.sco·earthguake ·led to the formulation of 
! ! 
, i 
elastic rebou~d theory'(Reid, 1910), much oiE which h.g~ 
remained a basic tenet on ~arthquake mechanism. The 
continuous study of accumulation, re1easea.nd r~laxation 
, ' , 
of stresses near thE! fault zon~ l?-as provided a more detailed \ : ! _ .. : 
{ I 
mechanism of strike slip e,ar~hqu.:ltke\s (e .g~ ·Chinnery j 1961; 
Scholz and Fitch, 1969; Turcotte and Spence, 1974; Savage,: 
1975; Thatcher,1.975a,b; B,udiansky and Amazigo, 197~rr Run~le 
,- t [ ! - ' . ! i 
and Jackson, 1977a,b; Sava:ge a:pd) P~escott?··i1978; Savage,! ]j97;9; 
J ___ I 
Thatcher, 1979; Tur~otte et a1., 1979). Much of the study 
r:---:---, I i 
used geodetic measurements near the fault zone. In particular, 
i I 
static elasticity and dislocation theory have often been applied 
to the study. 
Stress. accumulation, release and relaxation are time. 
I 
depeng§nu phenomena. Thif'i is evident from :geodetic data, the. 
I i 
migration behavior of earthquakes and asthEfnQspheric viscosity. 
, . 
In recent years, there have been intem:;ive geodetic and creep 
I : ".... 
, • 
measurements in the San And~eas fault zone, and ultra precl.se 
I . " 
space technology has been applied to geodetic measurements 
(e.g. Niell et al., 1979; Smith et al., 1979).' .Accurate 
_ ........ _~, ,~._Jr~.-".-.- ,.,....,.,.....-. __ ~~"" _____ ...... _~ ... "._._ .... "~~~._":.':!._._" ~.~ 
",_ . .:.-,,., '-" .. ,._, 
2. 
t 
I 
data will be available in the near future on the time 
dependence of crustal deformation. A detailed, three-
dimensional time dependent model will be necessary for c= .---1---
interpretation of such data. On the other hand, earthquake; 
miglation phenomenon have 
mosb-noticeablY along the 
been observed along plate bounda;ries, 
North Anatolian fault (e.g. Mogi;,-,-
1968; Allen,· 196-9; Dewey, 1976; Toksaz et al., 1979). 
Explaining this time dependentPhenomenOfiC~~;~; c~lls for t---
r~ 
time dependent models. 
We calculated the long term time dependent response of 
1 
a sErt:::.-,of models of strike slip events. The effect of 
I 
relJxaiti-on is isolated for the calculation. Most of the 
1. ___ , 
previoius attempts to model time dependent tectonic phenomenon 
after earthquakes used two-dimensional models (e.g., Nur 
and ;~tC1Yko/- 1974; Bischke, 1974; Smith, 1974; Savage and 
Prescott, 1978; Thatcher and Rundle, 1979; Melosh and 
i~ 
o Raef;sky~ '1979) or simple layer and half space solutions 
t • 
1--_-(Ros~m;nan and Singh, 1973a,b; Barker, 1976; Rundle and 
Jackson~ 1977a,b; Cohen, 1979; Cohen and Cook,1979; 
I 
Lel1,nerl-et al., 1979). Two-dimensional modeIs;-assiume 
an infinite long fault, and the effects in the region beyonq. 
the fa*lt tip cannot be described. However, in this paper=-=i 
J __ 
we show that there are significant effects in the reg~on 
beyond the i-fa:iiIt tip- ~~Estrike slip events. Laterally 
, 
I 
homogeneous models that assume no lateral heterogeneities 
acro,ss the fault zone oversimplify the near-source problem. 
Host data indicate the presence o£ lateral heterogeneities 
near the-:·f-ault-~ 
-'-'. 
3. 
In this paper, we present time dependent calculations 
for finite strike-slip faults in laterally heterogeneous 
media. We use the three-dim~n:sional fjJniite element method 
to model stpke slip events. The forward problem is set up 
---"·1 
I 
to predict time dependant deform~t~on and stress after a strike 
I, i .. I 
slip event for years aD~ tens of years. The models are 
1 
chosen for representative earthquakes to show the characteristic 
time dependent features of strike slip events'. The boundaries 
of inhomogeneities in the models are kept geometrically simple. 
The model results indicate that geodetic measurements after 
an event may provide information on rheological properties 
near the.
1 
faul t zone which are vi tally related to earthquake 
occurrence. 
II. MODEL DESCRIPTIONS 
I Fault Models 
We present the computation for two classes of models, one 
for a great earthquake, and the other :Eor a moderate size 
earthquake. Due to u:ilCer~ainty in the viscosi t.y ·'structure, 
several sets of viscosity values for the same fault model 
are used to show a range of possible results. We are 
interested in the general behavior of relaxation. No attempt 
is made to model a specific region in detail. However, the 
fault displacement and dimension for great earthquake models 
(Gl, G2 and G3) are comparable to those of the 1906 San 
Francisco earthquake or the 1939 North Anatolian earthquake. 
The dimension for fault modelsMl and M2 are appropriate 
4. 
for a magnitudE:l 5.5-6.0 earthquake! such as the Coyote Lake 
earthquake of 1979 (M = 5.7). 
We model the strike slip earthquake as a sudden slip 
on : two sides of a rect~mgular. vertical fault surface. The 
offset values are prescribed, and the subsequent displacements 
I 
and relaxation are computed. We assume that the slip on 
fault stops after the step functiDn slip. This probably 
will happenji f deviatoric teetonic stresses are relieved I ~ 
near th~ fault zOlie :and f:f.ictionagain takes over, and the 
, 
re~,iQn deform~i.na·e0herent manner . However, there may be 
I ! . 
cas;es where this condition is violate'd. Slow.a£tersIIp is 
, -
sometimes observed after' an earthquake (e. 9 ._LBurford, 1972 i 
I _ •• ~_ _ ___ ~' _. 
Buckham ~-=_tcal., '19 77;:-copper~~ith!le,~~~I., l~ 79). If 
. I . ~ ~ '. ~ 
aftersli-p'does not last long relative to relaxation time 
! I 
(years) tAeJ long term effect will be similar to a step 
function. 
The-model region for moc-ets GI, G2,~· and G3 is 2740 km 
... "l" 
j 
long, 2320 19n wide and 700km deep.! 'f'he fault is a rectangle 
I 
350 km long 'and extend~ vertically from 0 to 4.0 km depth. ~ 
, --r--
The relative fault offset is 5 meters st.rike slip,' except 
. I ' 
that ne~-r~~the~~!ed~-es of the fault area-=' it tapers off. The 
offset tapers off linearly from 5 meters at 20 km depth to 
'I : I 
zero at 40 km depth,,; and ii t' tapers off linearly to zero at 
, I 
35 km from the tip~ along the strike direction as shown in 
F i gU_l':.e 1. 
'._~ __ ~_ "I 
I 
1-;' The model regl.on for models Ml and M2 is 1.96 km long, 
169 kmwide and 80 km deep. The. fault is a vertical 
• , 
5. 
rectangle 20 km long and 12 km deep. The model, earthquake 
has no surfac.i= rupture. 
I 
i 
It nasrelative offset of 30cm 
1 i 
from 3 to 9 km depth, and the offset tapers off linearly 
i 
to zero from 9 to 12 km depth and 3 to 0 km depth. It also 
I 
tape~g 'off linearly to zero at 2.5 km from tips along the 
strike direction (Figure 2). 
Material Properties 
There is controversy over the laws governing creep 
behavior of earth material (Weertman, 1978). Linear Newtonian 
behavior of the mantle fits the post-glacial rebound data, 
but laboratory rock mechanics experiments show non-linear 
creep behavior. For calcula~iRn of perturbation caused by 
I . 
the earthquake, we choose th~ linear viscoelastic models, 
simply because viscoelastic material contains the essential 
elements of time dependent relaxation phenomena, while the 
assumption of linearity greatly simplifies the physical 
picture, as we can separate the effect of perturbations 
caused by the earthquake. 
The material in the ~odel is assumed to be elastic in 
bulk and ma:X"Vlellian viscoelastic in distortion. The short term 
elastic constants of earth vary slowly in space (Hadden and 
Bullen, 1969). On the other hand, the viscosity value changes 
by orders of magnitude from lithosphere to asthenosphere 
(Cathles, 1975; Peltier and Andrews, 1976) . The contribution 
6. 
to 'viscoelastic .relaxation due to changes in elastic parameter§, 
l_~~ __ ' 
is therefore iela"tively unimportant. In order that we do no-t 
I 
unnece_~~ar_i_ly- complicate the physical picture, we assume in~~­
all the models t:hat the e,lastic parameters are uniform in 
the region, with bulk modulus 1.3 x 1012 dyne/cm2 and Poisson's 
1 
ratio 0.25. ! The different model results will be due to 
differe:pt viscos;i ty structures in the models. 
The visCbs~ty of the earth is not a wel,lconstrained c , 
quartity ,~egpecially near a tectonically active zone such r' ! ' .-~.~ , I 
as a transform fault. __ ,!,_he lithosPhere in general can 
I r--" " I 1-'-- I 
wi thstand! devfa~oric stresses fori ai mi,J.-lion . yea~s or longer. 
1 i 
The thickness of the,~llasi:-ic lithosphere i-nlcon~inental 
regions is probably gr~ate~ than 50 kin. ~he asthenosphere 
- - i ~ ,; --:-, ,- i 
has: avisco~Hty va1lue order-s"ofcmagni tude. smaller ithan J:;h~ ~ 
~ .. 1 •• 
! I I,. 
Ii tho sphere .'From analyses of post-glacL3.l rebound data, 
I 
the low viscosity layer beneath the lithosphere can be on 
the order of 10 20 poise (Cathles , 1975; Peltier and Andre\'is, 
1976). The .J9w Iviscos.;ity implies that. deviatoric stresses 
l.~_r . 
cannot be sus~ained there for a timescale larger than several 
--I 
years t<!?~~~~ec"ades. 
I "i 
Near; an active trans-:fJr~ faJlt'L where c:>nly shallow 
r I l·~-~;::::d : : :.'.' 
earthquakes areobsel:-veds~uggests lateral heterogenei tie\3. 
---" , , ! : 
For examples, in the San Andreas fault zone earthquakes are 
usually shallower than 10 to 15 km, indicating that stress 
is being relieved anelastically below this depth. This 
• , 
. 
• 
7 . 
i 1-
thickness of the "seismo-genic" layer 'is' simply too small 
compared to the generally accepted lithospheric thickness, 
i 
sug<jesting that a low viscosity zone may exist under the 
i I 
fault. 1 Lachenbrucq. and Sass (1973, 1979) found that tl1e 
_ . i 
San Andreas fault system is cont~~ned in a broad zone df 
'1"-" . 
high heat flow apomaly. They concl~ded that the ,cthin 
seismo-genic layer .. is more- br1. ttle th.:ln thetLayer b.eneath-
-, 
it,implying the possibility of shallow low; viscosity zone 
there. Theoretically, the~l=3hearing motion should also cause 
temperature and viscosity:structure to vary laterally (Yuan 
et al~i '1978). Three dimensional inhomogeneities in elastic 
'. ___ " I . _ .:' 
paramet~rs are also observed in tectonically active regions 
(Zandt, 1978) although it is difficult to estimate viscosity 
structures from elastic parameters. 
There is little informa~ion on the viscosity in a 
fault zone. Budiansky and Amazigo- ~1978) estimate the 
. I 
"effective viscosity" of lithospherEk to be 1021 poise in 
California. Nur and Mavk.o,(1974) andSUlith (1974) analyzed 
i : 
the vertical deformation of the 1946 Nankaido earthquake and 
conclude the viscosi fy- value be.±:o~ the elastic Ii thosphere~s 
on the order of 1019 to 1020 fOise. Thatcher and Rundle (1979) 
. 5 1 20 . . h found that a v~scosity value of about - x 0 - po~se ~n t e 
asthenosphl=re near Japan fits geodetic measurements. It 
is plausible that the shearing motion and higher temperature 
in the fault zone make the viscosity lower than in its 
adjacent regions. We will carry out calculations for a 
8. 
range of viscosity values. 
, Great earthquake model Gl is the control model; a 
I 
, , I layered structure is assumed. The lithosphere extends to-I 
80 km depth; it is given a viscosity value of 10 25 poise 
from 0 to 40 km, and 10 24 poise from 40 to 80 km depth. 
A low viscosity layer extends from 80 to 180 kIn depth, 
with a viscosity value of 1020 poise. Below 180 km, the 
mantle viscosity is assumed to be 1022 poise as shown in 
Figure 3. 
,More realistic models incorporate lateral heterogeneities 
across the fault. In model G2, a low viscosity zone rising " 
to 20 km below the surface and extending 140 km on each sid~ 
of thefauit is assumed; The viscosit~ value is ~ssumed to 
be 10 20 poise, the same as in the low viscosity asthenosphere 
extending from 80 to 180 km depth. Calculations show that 
differences in resulting 1;.ime dependent deformation and stress, 
relaxation between model Gl 'and G2'are significant. Model G3 
has properties intermediate bet\veen model 1 and 2, with the 
,! , ' i ,I
low viscosity layer extending to 40 km depth. For moderate 
! 
earthquake models Ml and M2 we assume that under the fault 
the low viscosity zone extends to shallower depths. Far 
, ",!, 
away from the fault, thelitho'sphere;is 80 km thick. Both 
'! ;,. ! 
models assume: that from 12 km to 46 km depth there is, a 
low viscosity zone 40 kIn wide on each side of the fault; 
from 46 km to 80 km depth, it is 70 km wide as shown in 
• t 9. 
Figure 4. Fast rela~ation time iiassumed for model Ml 
(vi~co~ity' 1019 poise) to establish the maximum possible 
effect Of relaxation. Model M2 assumes the low viscosity 
value to be 1020 poise. 
1--'·· 
I .• Oomputat1onal Scheme 
We us~three-dimensional time dependent finite element 
mod~lsl to calculate time dependent motions following an 
, I 
earthquake. We combine the frontal solution technique 
(Irons" 1970) to the unified time stepping approach 
(Zienkiewicz and Cormeau, 1974) for a versatile and efficient 
solution scheme. The calculation scheme is described in 
Appendix A. 
Dpe to symmE1try of a'v~rtical strike slip earthquake, 
only a quarter of the region is needed to be modelled in 
the numerical scheme. All the models in this study use 720 
elements and 2982 degrees of freedom. The grid structure of 
moderate earthquake models is a scaled grid of great 
earthquake models,. Figure 5 is the top View' of the grid 
structure of both classes of models. The three-dimensional 
! 
model is made up ofl seven identical grid surfaces. The 
element is in 8. node, 24 degrees of freedom hexahedron 
withl 8gauss~an integtation stations. Elements with 27 
I 
integration stations have been used on some models. The 
results are nearly identical with those of 8 integration 
stations. 
10. 
since onl~ a quarter of the region is used in the 
-] \ 
numerical scheme, the boundary conditions must simulate 
! 
those of the complete strike slip fault. Th~ fault area 
is contained iIi the boundary plane x = 0 (Fig,ure 5). The 
boundary plane y = 0 is a symmetry surface bi,secting the 
physical fault model. On planey = 0 the displacement in 
x direction is conr;trained; on plane x= 0 the displacement 
in y direction is constrained, except on the fault surface 
half th~ fault offset value is prescribed. The effect 
caused by the event decreases with distance from the fault. 
We choose a region large enough such that the artificial 
external boundary condition does not influenc~ the behavior 
of the region \'le are interested in. We used rigid and 
free boundary ,cohdi tions on the sides of the region. We 
present results only for those elements where resulting 
stresses differ by less than a few per centior these two 
extreme cases. We used 12 time steps for models GI, G2 
andG3 to calculate time dependent values for up to 49 
years after the event. For thin lithosphere and fast 
relaxing models Ml and M2, ''Ie used 14 time steps for 
9.5 years after the event. 
I 
III. Model Results 
Great Earthquake Models 
The results of time dependent deformation and stress 
from different models are presented and compared in this 
section. Model Gl is the control model with a laterally 
• , 
11. 
homogeneous layered structure. The horizontal displacements 
on free surfac,e at selected locations for model Gl are 
shown in Figure Ga. The four figures give the horizontal; 
displacem~nts ~t. time = 0, 9~5, 25 and 49 years after event, 
I ~ 
respectively. The initial (time = 0) pattern is typical of a strike 
slip fault in elastic media. Afterwards the displacement 
gradually increases with time. Tne initial displacements 
decrease very fast with distance from the fault. The 
relaxation processrspreads the deformation outward from 
I 
the fault zone~ 
In contrast with model Gl, model .G2 has a low viscosity 
zone extending to shallow depth near f,aul t . ,Tbe result of 
horizontal displacement on free sur~ac~ at selected locations 
is given in Figure Gb. The instantaneous re9Ponse is the 
same as for model Gl, since they have the same elastic 
parameters. Hqwever, the magnitude of time dependent 
I • 
I 
displacement is much larger and concentrated near the fault 
zone (where the low viscosity zone is shallow). !The time 
dependent effects can be seen more clearly in Figures7a 
and 7b, where the displacements along the line perpendicular 
• I 
to the center of fault (x axis in Figure 1) are shown. Near 
the fault zone the time.dependent aeformation i's in general 
, 
small 60mpared to the instantaneous response for model Gl, 
while the shallow low viscosity zone in model G2 significantly 
increases the magnitude of time dependent displacement. 
12. 
The contours of vertical displacement on. free surface 
immediately after :the event are shown in'Figure 8a. Also 
shown (Fig. 8b) are the shear stress contours. Th~ results 
are ~hat we expect from a shallow strike slip event •. In 
the ve;rtical displacement figure there is subsidence in a 
,: ! 
broa'd area, iit the upper right quadrant, except near the 
fault tip. Our grid resolution cannot resolve the very small 
uplift zone near the fault tip, but the overall pat[.tern is 
Ii 
very similar to that of the analytic half space solution o.f 
Chinnery (1961). Subsequent ti~e!dependences show 
characteristic differences between layered and lateral 
inhomogE1neous models. The contours of vertical displacement 
change after the event (total displac~ment mihUs instantaneous 
response) at 5 and 25 years after, the event for model Gl and 
are given in Figures 9a Q.nd 9b. The results of model G2 are 
given in Figures lOa and lob., On the upper right quadrant, 
for model Gl the time dependent, vertical movement is continous 
subsidence near the fault zone, and uplift away from it. This 
resul t is expected if the hoiiz,ontal displacement is 
spreading out from the'near fault region. The magnitude of 
this vertical movement is on the order of several centimeters. 
In contrast, the results for mddel G2 i is continuous uplift 
throughout the upper right quadrant. The physical: '-reason 
for this difference can be seen :from the horizontal 
displ~cemen~ plots (Figures 6aand6b~. In the upper right 
quadrant in the figure, the "flow pattern" of the strike 
slip event is such that material 
• , 
13 • 
enters the n~ar fault zone parallel to the strike direction, 
but leaves the fault zone in the direction 45 degrees from 
, 1 --
the strike direction at largedi;stances. The low viscosity 
channel near the fault zone makes it easier for material to 
enter the fault zon~; the thicker lithosphere beyond the 
low viscosity channel forms a barrier fo~ material to fan out, 
thus material piles up near the fault ?one,and a bulge 
I 
results. The uplift in model G2 is ~bout IS cm in 25 years~ 
! 
This effect is measurable by geodetic means, and could serve 
as a tool for investigating the viscosity structure of the 
fault zone. 
Another interesting phenomenon is the time, dependent 
• ---- -I 
character of the stress relaxation for ,these two different. 
models. I The instantaneous perturbation of horizontal shear 
stress component O"xy at 10 km depth caused by the strike 
! 
I 
slip event is shown in Figure 8b, and O"xy at 25 years later 
is shmvn in Figures lla and lIb for models Gl and G2 
respectively. Before the event"due,to relative plate! 
I 
motiq~the stress component O"xy should prevail near the 
fault zone. The earthquake relieves ,the prestress along the 
faul t, but reenforces the prestress in fron1t of the fault 
tip. More detailed time dependency can be seen in Figures 
I 
l2a and l2b, t;l1~e O"xy ~s.; time at selected positions is shmvn. 
It can be seen that along the side of the fault, O"xy is 
negative, implying the prestress is relieved. However, 
I 
14. 
viscoelastic relaxation in general _accelerates the stress 
recovery. In front of the faJlt, t,ip,CJxy isp~sitive, and 
I 
the prestress is reenforced. This result of reenforcement 
i 
• I I I I 
of prestress has been cons1dered to pe,the cause of secondary 
faulting (Chinnery, 1966) or creep and aftershocks in, front 
of fault tip (Scholz et al., 1969). The earthquake may in 
time trigger subsequent events along the same fault. 
However, for the uniform thick 1ithosphere·model G1, the 
time dependent stre,ss is small compared to the instantaheous 
i 
response, in this case subseq~ent earthquakes should happen 
, ! 
irnmegiate1y after the event rather than being delayed for 
years. Aftershocks -located at the end of the main shock 
fit this picture, however, the short time delay of the 
aftershock is most likely due to local inhomogeneities 
and creep type relaxation rather than large scale mantle 
relaxation. On the other hand, :for the laterally inhomogeneous 
I I 
model G2, a significant portion of the perturbing stress in 
front of fault tip is accumulated years after the event. 
The perturbing stress lbv~ls off a few decades aft~r the 
I 
event. This accelerated stress accumulation in front of the 
region of a strike slip fault makes the chance of earthquake 
happening greater during the several decades after the event. 
Triggered events can then happen years after the triggering 
event, as long as the stress diffusion is reenforcing the 
prestress. The earthquake sequence after the 1939 North 
. 
• 
15 • 
Anatolian event (Toks6z et a1., 1979) is consistent with this 
stress diffusion mechanism. 
It has been reported (Thatcher, 1975a) that the strain 
accumulation near the fault after the 1906 San Francisco 
event \tas episodip: the average st:rain rate parallel to the 
fault was about 2.5 x 10-6 per year for about 25 years after 
the ev~nt, and 0.6 x 10-6 per year afterwards. For model Gl, 
the average strain rate at c., point 18 km away from the fault; 
is about 0.1 x 10-6 per year, much less than the observed 
value. The r:elaxation does not have an episodic behavior 
either. This; simple model does not explain the 1906 data. 
For the laterally inhomogeneous model G2, i::he averag_e strain 
rate at 18 km away from the-fault is about 1.0 x 10-6 per 
I 
ye~~, similar to the observed values of the 1906 San Francisco 
earthquake. The tapering off of accelerated strain rate in 
about 30 years ~s also consistent with the San Francisco 
earthquake. The model is not a model of the San Francisco 
earthquake in detail, however, the results.indicate that if 
the low viscosity extends to shallowclepth under the fault, 
viscoelastic relaxation can contribute significantly to the 
i 
time dependen,t de forma tion. 
Model G3 has the low viscosity channel to 40 km depth 
-instead of 20 km in model G2. : The: results are intermediate 
between .Gl 'and G'2. Figure 13 compares the contours of 
v;ertical displacement change at 25 years after the event 
for model G2 and G3. The result for model G3 in the upper 
right quadl;' ant is a bl:'oad region of uplift, and a small 
region of slight su~~idence near the fault tip. This 
indicates that time dependen't vertical displacement is 
16. 
sensitive to the viscosity structure. Figure 14 compares 
'the shear stress axy at selected positons vs. time for 
models G2 and G3. There is accelerated strain rate a few 
decades after the event for model G3, but the magnitude is 
smaller than that of modei G2. 
Moderate Size Strike Slip Earthquake Models 
Models Ml arid M2 are models of moderate size earthquakes 
wi th buried faults. Model rn is the fast relaxation model, 
with viscosity lOl9poise in the low viscosity zone, wh'il~ 
model M2 uses viscosity 10 20 poise instead. The-horizontal 
I 
displacements at selected locations on free surface are 
shown in Figures ISa and ISb. The results are generally a 
gradual increase in magnitude. Figurel6 shows the 
instantaneous response of vertical deformation on free 
surface. In the upper right quadrant, there is a relatively 
broad region of uplift near the fault, and subsidence far 
away. This is expected for a fault with large fault depth 
to length ratio (0.6 in this case). The vertical deformation 
changes at 9.5 years later are given in Figures l7a and l7b. 
-,~ 
For both models Ml and M2, in the upper right qu~a~ant, 
the vertical deformation is subsidence near the fault zone 
and uplift far away from the fault, similar to that of the 
: t 
, , 
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layered medium casel This i;s probably becaus:e t;he width 
of the low viscosity channel is relatively lar-ge compared 
to the earthquake fault dimension. The magnitude of time 
dependent vertical deformation is small, generally less 
than 1 cm. 
Figure 18 gives the time dependence of shear stress 
a xy at selected locations at 7.5 km depth'. We again see 
the prestress is reli~ved along the fault, and reenforced 
in front of the fault.; The time· dependence is quite 
different for the two models: significant changes are. 
completed within 5 years after the event for model Ml, 
while the relaxation is linear in mod::'l M2 for the first 
decades. Though the magnitudes of quantities involved i~ 
those moderate earthquakes are of marginal use with the 
precision of present day available geodetic data, the 
result may be useful in conjunction with bore precise and 
fast geodetic measurements in the future to infer the 
detailed structure near a fault zone. 
IV. Discussion 
In this study, we calculated time-depe~dent stress 
relaxation and deformation for large and moderate size 
earthquakes using different models. To compare these to 
observations We look at space-time migration of 
seismicity and to geodetic data. Migration of seismicity 
along plate boundaries has been observed in South America 
18. 
(Kelleher, 1972), the West Pacific (Mogi, 1968}, Alaska-
Aleutian (Kelleher, 1970), t_heSan Andreas Fault zone 
(e.g. Wood and Allen, 1973; Lee et al., 1979), and the North 
Ah~tolian fault zone (e.g. Richter, 1958; Mogi, 1968; 
I I __ 
Savage, 1971; Dewey, 1976; Toks~z et al., 1979). In the 
1-
ca~e of the North Anatolian faults there was a relatively 
qu~escent period in seis1micity prior to 1939. .A bi-
directional trend of seismic migration fo:llowed the: great 
earthquake of 1939 (Toks~zet al., 1979). The occurrence of 
a sequence of events in rapid succession favors- an accelerated 
stres,s accumulation process. In ail the model results in 
: I __ _ 
I 
section III, there is an accelerated stress accumulation 
prqcess in thy region -in front of the fault tip. TIle 
II I , 
magni tudebf this adcelera ted streE;sac'cumulation is 
significant if a low viscosity zone under the fault extends 
i - -:-, 
to a depth of 40 km or less below the surface • 
. The possible 'scenario for trie loccurrence of a sequence 
I I ; , -
of 
i ; -
:earthquake follows. The initial earthquake happens when 
! : 
str'es1s accumulation exceeds the material strength. After 
this event, t~e stress accumulation accelerates in the 
regioh in front of the fault tip. Tht:! next ea.rthquake 
happens when the combination!o:fldiffused stress and initial 
" " stress exceeds the strength; in turn this triggered earthquake 
-, 
triggers the next events in an adjacent region. The process 
continues until the stress along the \'1hole fault zone is 
19. 
relieved. This episode is then followed by a slow stress 
accumulation stage and relative-quiescence in seismicit:r. 
Aftershocks that immediately fo],low the earthquake are 
probably due to local stress ;;ldjustments. Creep resulting 
from stress changes at the immediate vicinity of the source 
, 
I 
may result in z;elatively rapid s!tr,ess adjustments in the 
source area. Migration of earthquakes in time may be 
: ___ .. , I , 
i . 
related to viscoelastic relaxation and stress diffusion. 
.. 
-, 
Time-dependent horizonta~ and vertica~ motions after a 
- I 
strike slip extent. strongly depend'on theviscosities i 
under and near the fault zone. Although horizontal! 
displacements are much larger than vertical, in this study 
we found that the time dependent behavior of vertical 
displacement is very sensitive to lateral heterogeneities 
of viscosity distribution. The bulge or subsidence formed 
after a great earthquake is of measureable magnitude. Thus 
levelling, in addition to horizontal geodetic measurements, 
after a great strike-slip earthquake will reveal the structure 
near the fault zone. 
\ 
Deep aseismic slip below the seismo-genic l~yer.is 
suspected of playing an important role in earthquake mechanism. 
Thatcher (1975a) reported accelerated strain rate decades 
prior to and after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, and 
this can be explained by deep aseismic slip. Several studies 
have found that it is difficult to distinguish the effects 
of deep aseismic slip.and viscoelastic relaxation from 
geode:tic measurements alone (Barker, 1976; Rundle and 
Jackson, 1977a,b; Savage a~d Prescott" 1978). However, 
this argument was based on calculations using laterally 
20. 
homogeneous layered models and comparisons of the surface 
I 
I 
detlQrmation caused by viscoelastic relaxation and a certain 
sta~ic dislocation at depth. As pointed out by Savage and 
Prescott (1978), there are inherent difficulties in using 
a simple layered model to compare the results, because in 
such cases a distxibution of slip[ at depth can always 
duplicate the viscoelastic result'. This inhenent ditficul ty 
may not arise if the.symmetry is broken by three dimensional 
inhomogeneity. The relaxation is more intensive near a 
low viscosity zone, as we have shown in section III. 
Although present day available geodeti~ data are not very 
constraining, geodetic measurements in the future could 
resolve [this auestion. 
I -
A pre-seismic strain rate increase ,was reported in the 
case of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake (Thatcher, 1975a). 
! '_ . .r--. 
This phenomenon cannot be cau~ed by viscoelastic relaxation 
I 
aloI').e,. since relaxation is not a .. spontaneous process. However, 
if viscosity is indeed low near the· fault zone!, relaxation 
will add to the strain accumulation. ApDssfble way· 
viscoelastic relaxation enters the accelerated strain rate 
process could be a renforcement effect culminati'ng in the 
fracture of the seismo-genic layer; the aseismic slip at 
21. 
depth increases the prestress on the locked fault, the effect 
of viscoelastic relaxation in general increase~ the 
i 
deformation, so the prestres~ near the fault is further 
increased. The magnitude and relative importance of this 
positive reenforcement again depends on the viscosity near 
the fault. 
In, conclusion, we have implemented a versatile scheme 
to model the time dependent behavior after earthquakes. 
Non-uniform fault slip and three dimensional heterQgeneit;i,~s . 
can be-included .in this scheme. The model results predict 
a stress diffusion phenomenon in front of fault tip after a 
strike slip event: if low viscosity extends to shallow depth 
near the fault zone, the shear stress in front of the fault 
tip will increase signif~cantly with tirne~ The time dependent 
deformation on free surface is more concentrated near the 
fault zone in that case than it is in the case of a laterally 
homogeneous layered structure. The time dependent behavior 
of vertical displacement near the fault may be completely 
altered by the presence of lateral inhomogeneities. 
APPENDIf{ A 
Time Dependent Finite Element Scheme Implementation 
We combined the time stepping approach of Zienkiewicz 
and Cormeau (1974) and frontal solution of Irons (1970) 
for our finite eleme~t calculations. The central process 
of the frontal solution approach is the familiar Gaussian 
I 
elimination. However, a global displacement-force equation 
is eliminated ,as soon as it has received all ofithe element 
and consistent nodal force contributions. The coefficients 
are moved to outside storage and other equations are updated 
accor~ingly. So only a small portion of the stiffness 
matrix will be in core at a time. This achieves the 
savings in core usage. Assembly and elimination processes 
are not separated. After completion of asse~lzand 
eli;mination,the coe'ifficients are returned to core for 
b'ack substitution ±n the order exactly opposi t;:e to which 
they were saved. 
In the time stepping approach for time-dependent 
calculation the total strain E is divided into three parts: 
§ = (A-l) 
where f:e is the elastic. strain, f:o the initial stIiC'!.:Ln and 
ECP the creep strain:-' Quite g·ene.raJ.ly the constitutive 
law for creep strain rate and stress can be put into the form 
(A-2) 
23. 
where dot indicates time rate. r is a symmetric matrix (may 
depend on stress) and a is the stress. 
The virtual work principle is 
(A-3) 
where b is the prescribed body force, ~ the prescribed boundary 
traction, ~ the displacement, ,<5 indicates variation and T indicates 
transpose. Integration is over the volume Q and traction 
boundary sa respectively. 
I 
Let £ = L u, u = N a 
- - ~ (A-4) 
,t. is the operator relating strain and displacement, N the 
shape function and a the nodal displacements. Then equation 
i.A3) becomes 
or 
<5aT [!(L 
n 
!BT a dn- F = 0 
where B = L N, F = !NT b d n + ! NT t d S 
(A-S) 
~ - ~ ~ n- S - -
Using:! = p ,:! = D (~- £,cp - £0) ~ equation (AS) can be put 
into standard form K a = V 
where ~ = !BT b:B dn 
n~ 
"If F + !B T D £0 d n + !B T D cCP dn 
n- -,..} n- ~ "-
(A-6) 
Equation (A6) is the set of linear equations ,to be solved 
using frontal solution. ~cp is obtained in time stepping 
fashion using equation eCP = rae It can be shown that this 
procedure can be applied to the general visco-plastic problem 
(Zienkiewicz and Cormeau, 1974), including plasticity and 
creep problem as two extreme cases. The scheme can handle 
24. 
nqnlinear creep behavior as easy as linear materia~. However, 
nonlinear creep behavior depends on ambient 
st,resses, since the strain rate depends on the sum of 
ambient and perturbing stresses. In this paper we have 
assumed that linearity holds and treated only the perturbation 
caused by the earthquakes. 
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Figure Captions 
, 
Fig. 1. 'i. I Faul t for models Gl~ G2, and G3. 
Fig. 
I 
(a) Schematio diagr:ams of fault, double hatched 
area has max±mum :fault ~lip, single hatched area 
has tapered faultl s,l,ip. 
, 
i 
(b i) Fault sllp along strike dire:ction (Y direction) • 
(c) Fault slip vs. depth (Z direction) • 
2. Fault for models Ml and M2 
(a) Schematic diagram of fault, double hatched area has 
maximum fault slip, single hatched area has tapered 
fault slip. 
(b) Fault slip along strike direction (Ydirection). 
(c) Fault slip vs. depth (z direction). 
Fig. 3. Sectional vie,~s of viscosity distribution for models (a) Gl, 
(b) G2( (9) G3. Numbers with exponent are viscosity in poise. 
Fig. 4.· Sectional'view of viscosity dist~ibution for model 
MI. Model M2 has the same struciure except that the 
viscosity is 1020 poise in low viscosity zone. 
Fig. 5. Top view of the finite element grid. The three 
dimensional model is made of seven identical plane grids. 
Fig. 6. (a) Horizontal displacements on free surface due to 
strike slip event in model Gl at 0, 9.5, 25'and 49 
years after the event. The location of the fault is 
indicated by a thick line segment and sense of motion 
is indica ted by a pair of arrm..,s. 
-, 
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Dots are the locations where displacements are 
calculated. Displacement is indicated by a l~ne 
segment from the dot.- A scale for the displacement 
(100 em) and a scale for the map (400 km) are also 
shown in the figure. 
(b) The same plot: for model G2. 
Fig. 7. (a) Horizontal displacement vs. time along the ltne 
perpendicular to the center of fault (x axis) "on free 
surface for model Gl. The distance from the center of 
the fault for points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are 35, 70, 
105, 140, 210 and 280 km. Schematic diagram of the 
locations are shO\~n at the bottom of the graph. 
(b) The same plot for model G2. 
Fig. 8. (a) Contours of vertical displacement on free surface 
inunediately after event for great earthquake models 
" , 
Gl, G2, and G3. Broken lines (negative values) indicate 
subsidence; solid lines (positive values) indicate uplift. 
The location of fault is indicated by a thick line segment 
and a pair of arrows. The numbers near the contours are 
uplift or subsidence in mm. The tick marks on the 
frame are at half fault length interval (175 km). The 
elastic response is the same for model Gl, G2, and G3. 
(b) Contours of shear stress compone.nt CJ xy a 1:: 10 km 
depth inmlediately after the event for modelsGI, G2, and 
<' 
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G3.Theinumbers near the contours are stress :j..n bars. 
Stress l concentrations are placed near fault. tips from 
I 
i~-te,rpblation, the actual grid resolution i~ l/lO of 
the favlt l!'mgth. 
Fig. 9. (a) The vertical displacement on free surface at 
5 years ?lfter the event minus the elastic response for 
model Gl. Numbers are amount of uplift or subsidence 
i~_mpl_. Ticks are at half fault length intervals. 
(b) The--same plot at 25 years after the event. I..-) 
Fig. 10. (a) 'vertical displacement on free surface at 5 
years after the event minus the elastic response for 
, 
model G2~ 
! 
(b) The same plot at 25 years ,after thk ~vent. 
Fig. 11. (a) Contours o:f ~he~r stress co~po~ent O'xy at 10 km 
depth 25 yearsafte:r_the event for model Gl. 
(b) Same plot :5o:r;model G2. 
Fig. 12. (a) -' Shear stress component Oxy vs. ti~e fat; selected 
locations for model G1. The ,-locatiohs are at 10 km depth. 
A schematic diagram indicating the horizontal positions 
relative to the fault is given to the right of the 
! 
figure. The distances from the£ault center along the 
strike direction for points 1, 2, 3, 4:; 5, 6, 7, 8, and 
9 are l.8 c 53, 88, 123, 193, 228, 263, 307 and 385'km. 
The distance from the fault perpendicular to the strike 
direction is 35 km for point 9, 18 km for the rest of 
the points. 
(1J) Same plot fQr model G2. 
34. 
Fig. 13. (a) Contour of vertical displacement-on free surface 
at 25 years after the event minus the elastic response 
for model G2 (Identical to figure lOb, included for 
comparison) • 
(b). The same plot for model G3. 
Fig. 14.
1 
I 
I : . (a) Shear stress cOlnponent CYxy vs. time at 
selected locations for model G2. The locations are 
at 10 km depth. A schematic diagram indicating the 
horizontal positions relative to the fault is given to. 
the right of the graph (identical to figure l2b, included 
for comparison). 
(b) The same plot for model G3. 
Fig. 15. (a) Horizontal displacements on free surface due 
to strike slip event in mOdel Ml at 0, 1, 3 and 9.5 years 
after the event. 
(b) The same plot for model M2. 
,I, 
Fig. 16. Vertical deformation on free surface immediately 
after the event for models Ml and M2. Ticks are at 
half fault length interval (10 km). Numbers near the 
contours are uplift (positive values) or subsidence 
(negative values) in mm. 
Fig. 17. (a) The vertical displacement on free surface at 
9.5 years after the event minus the elastic response 
for model MI. Numbers are uplift or subsidence in 
mm. Ticks are at half fault length interval (10 km). 
it 35. 
(b) The same plot for model M2. 
Fig. 18. (a) Shear stress component O'xy vs. time at selectep 
loca,tions for model M1. The locations are at 7.5 km 
depth. A schematic diagram indicating the horizontal 
positt:ions relative to the fault is given to the right 
I 
of the figure. The distance from the fault center albng 
the strike direction for pointa 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 
and 10 is 1.3, 3.8, 6.3, 11.3, 13.8, 16.3, 18.8, 21.9, 
27. 5: and ,33.8 km., The distance from, the fault perpendicular 
to the strike direction is 3.8 km for point 9 and 10, and 
1. 3 km for the rest of the points. 
(b) The same plot for model M2. 
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PART 3: T~CTONIC STRESS - MODELS AND MAGNITUDES 
Introduction 
Understanding the state of stress in the .Earth' s 
lithosphere is one of the paramount problems in Earth 
tectonics. The stress state is linked to causes - loading 
and unloading, heating and cooling, plate motions and 
driving forces, to consequences - creep deformation and 
seismic failure, and to rheology - the depth over which 
stress can be supported and the time dependence of material 
properties. None of the classes of links has been 
characterized in sufficiently quantitative detail to d~fine 
the stress tensor in the lithosphere without ambiguity and 
without a long inference chain involving poorly 
tested assumptions. This paper deals with one cause of 
stress in the lithosphere: the system of forces that 
I 
maintain plate motions. Specifically addressed are ways 
by Iwhich models of tectonic stress in the plates can be 
I 
used to constrain the magnitude of regibnal deviatoric 
stress in the Earth's lithosphere. 
Global models of the iritraplate deviatoric stress that 
4. 
arises from the driving ,and resistive forces controlling plate 
motion have been given by Solomon et aL [1975] and Ri'chardson 
et ale [1976,1979]. fA principal objective of those studi~s i 
has been to find those s,ets of forces that best match the body 
of irlt,1:aplate stress obs!ervations. The observations held to be 
most reliable for such comparisons are the indications 
of principal stress directions inferred from the mechanisms of 
5. 
midp1ate earthquakes, from in situ stress measurements, and 
from the strikes of stress-sensitive geological features. 
While a comparison of model predictions and observations on 
the basis of principal stress orientations is straightforward 
and serves as a useful test by which to reject possible force 
models, such an exercise does not directly address the absolute 
magnitude of intraplate deviatoric stresses, since all 
deviatoric stresses in a model can be multiplied by an 
, 
arbitrary constant without changing the relative ~nagnitudes 
. or the orientations of the principal stresses • We. show in this 
pap~r, however, that under certain conditions the body of 
data on intraplate stress orientations does c.onstrain the 
magnitude of tectonic stresses. 
It might be argued that stress magnitudes can in principle 
be measured by direct in situ techniques in sufficient 
locations to charapterize the stress field for length scales 
comparable to plate dimensions, thus obv~~tingthe need to 
apply.indirect arguments to constrain tectonic stress 
magni tudes. This eventual.i ty is doubtful for the near term, 
because of the difficulty of extrapolating near-surf?ce measu.remert~ 
, : j , i. 
to great.:.er depths in the lithosphere, ,.and b~cause fl.lrtheradvances 
in technology 'will be necessary to conduct routinely measurements 
, l '-._, 
-
of in situ stress Over the large fraction of the Earth's surface 
! ' 
covered by=~ceans. On the basis of available ~ydrofract~re data, 
it may at least be concluded that deviat:oric stresS magnitudes 
~- " , 
" , 
are on the order of several hundred bars to depths of several 
kilometers in a number of continental regions [Haimson, 1977; 
McGarr and Gay, 19781. 
6. 
Thus t-h~ question remains: given the large and growing 
body of data on the orientations of principal stresses within 
the plates, ~hat information on the magnitudes of regional 
deviatoric stresses qan, b~ obtained :from nl:lmerical models 
I 
for tectonic plate stresses? we discuss in this paper twp 
! 
routes by which useful information on stress magnitUdes can 
bET derived: (1) For the driving force models that best fit 
the stress orientation data, if independent information on 
the magnitude of one or more of the forces in the sys,tem can 
be obtained, then the magnitUdes of the total predicteq. 
stress field are constrained to comparable precision. The 
best fitting force models we have examined to date all involve 
a signific~Lnt contribution from ,rid9<e forces, the pushing 
forces that arise because of the elevate¢! topography of ridge 
axes with respect to abyssal sea floor. Since ridges exert 
forces equivalent to compressive plate stresses of 200-300 
bars magnitude~ this 'leads to the prediction that regional 
deviatoric stresses are of this magnitude. (2) If in the 
vicinity of a known local source of stress, the observations 
of stress orientations indicate comparable control by the local 
and regional stress field, then the magnitUde of the regional 
field may be estimated. This line of argument holds special 
promise for oceanic intraplate regions where earthquakes 
have occurred in the vicinity of islands or large bathymetric 
features characterized by sufficiently good topographic and 
gravity data to model the associated local lithospheric stress. 
It should be mentioned that when direct in situ 
measurements of stress magnitudes have high reliability, 
the'magnitude data, can be used alongside the stress 
, ' 
orientation data as a more powerful set of constraints on 
both regional and local forces on the lithosphere. 
7. 
8. 
I 
stress ~lagni t:,ldes and Global; Plate Models 
The comparison of predicted and observed directions of 
principal intraplate stresses can be a sensitive test of possible 
sources of stress. As noted above, if such a comparison indicai1te$ 
a significant contribution from a source of stress of known or 
estimable magnitude, then a strong constraint on the general m~~­
nitude of deviatoric stress in the lithosph~re on regional scales 
is obtained. In. this section, we summarize our recent work 
[Richardson et. al., 1979] on testing global models of intraplate: 
stress predicted by plate tectonic driving forces against observed 
directions of principal stresses, with pa:r;ticular emphasis on 
i 
possible inferences on the magnitude of devia toric stresses~. 
II 
Premise~. That observations of principal stress directions 
in the plates Can be used to constrain plate tectonic driving 
I 
force models requires the adoption'of three working premises: 
(i) that regionally consistent stress orientation fields exist 
for large fractions of the stable interiprF of plate$, (ii) t~at 
, : 
such stress fields are steady over time periods less than that 
, i I 
(IV 10 6 years) characterizing changes in plat~ motions; and (iii) 
I 
that a recognizable por~ion of these stress fields is dominated 
by contributions from plate 'tectonic forces. 
The first premise has substantia] obser;rd I:ional support fbr most c 
the plates [Sykes and;-Sbar, 1974; Sbar, and: Sykes, 1973; Richardsonl 
--,.-~ I I i ' I 
: ; ....: I 
et al., 197~ ; see Figure-I. The sebo~d premise depends on the 
-- i 
question of whether in plate interiors the deformation and stress 
arising from past plate boundary slip superpose to produce steady 
@otion and stress, or whether individual stress 'waves' from large 
earthquakes are discernible [e.g., Anderson, 1975]. This issue 
.. --~-~...,........-~~~--­
. , 
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may be resolved by ultra-precise geodetic measurements of short-
term plate motions soon to be made 
~ al., 1979; Bender et al., 1979 • 
[Niell et al., 1979; Smith 
The third premise will be the 
, 
most difficult to establish with certainty, but is a reasonable 
working hpyothesis for regions well removed from such other 
notable sources of stress as recent tebtonic o~thermal activity, 
recent topographic lo_ading or unloading, and pronounced structural 
heterogeneities. 
Possible Oriving Forces. We consider several simply parame-I 
terized ,di:iving and resistive forces as potential elements of a 
!I i 
plate tectollic :corce model: plate boundary forces at ridges, 
" 
trenches, !t.ransform faults and zones of continent-continent' 
collision; and basal forces associat~d with viscous interaction--
between the lithosphere and the asthenosphere. While all of 
, \ 
these forces contribute to lith~spheric stress, it is important 
to recognize that potentially large stress contrib~tions can also 
arise from lithospher,ic cooling [Turcotte and Oxburgh, 1973], 
latitudinal plate motion [TUrcotte and Oxburgh, 1973J, crustal 
thickn~s~ inhomogeneities [Artyushkov, 19731, lithospheric loading 
and unloading [Walcott, 1970'; Watts and Cochran, 1974; Haxby and 
Turcotte, 1976] and past tectonic events [Swolfs et al., 1974; 
Tullis, 1977]. In the interpretation of stress observations in terms 
of plate driving forces, care must be exercised to remove or to 
avoid where possible the effects of these additional·sources of 
lithospheric stress. 
The compressive stress produced in oceahic plates by the 
elevation of mid-ocean ridges is the easiest to quantify among 
the set of possible driving and resistive forces, and is in the 
range 200-300 bars [Hales, 1969; Frank, 1972; McKenzie, 1972]. 
At sUbduction zones, the negative buoyancy of-sUbducted litho-
sphere is capable of exerting an extensional force equivalent to several 
kilobars' stress on the adjacent plates [McKenzie, 1969; Turcotte 
and Schubert, 1971} ,'but the greater fraction of available 
pJ.lling force is counterbalanced by forces resisting descent qf 
, I 
the slab into the mantle [Smith and Toks~z, 1972;i, Forsyth and 
Uyeda, 1975; Richte:r, 1977]. The net pull l:;>y slabs on the 
I 
surface plates is uncertain but is considerably smaller than that 
, , 
due to available negative 'buoyancy. At zones of continent-
contin~nt collision, the net force_on theadjace_ut plates' may be 
resistiv~ (net compression) /because'-of the contribution from the 
I 'I 
excess tdpography of the mountain he!! t marking the cOllision 
zone; the contribution from topography 'lriyo!lves': -shear stresses 
[ -:. .- ' 'I ~, 
of 200-300 bars forlthe main boundary fault at the base of the 
I 
Himalayas [Bird, 1978]. The r~sistive :forca at 
transformfi:mlts is uncertain [Brune et al., 
19q9; Brace and Byerlee, 1970J , but is not likely to be a majpr 
contributor to the plate driving mechanism on thel:;>a,sis of the 
relattvel¥?mal.1:Eraction 6£ bounda:iryt.aken up by transforms for 
most plates land the poor correlation of P!ate 'speeds with length 
of transform bounda:r-y [Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975; Ag'garwalf 1978] .. 
•... ~ .. ," .. "' .. -:.--,"".-~ ~ 
, ,.~~ 
!.- ,i i 
The viscouis traction at the l b~s~ of the plates is less well 
, 
I 
characterized than plate boundary forces and is uncertain both in 
magnitude and in direction. The uncex'taintie$are linkEl-dto 
questions of the radial scale for upper mantle convection, the 
planforrn for 'counte~flow' to balance plate creation and des truc-
tion, and the existence of a smaller secondary scale of astheno-
spheric convection to transport heat [~ichter and Parsons, 1975; 
.... ~ 
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McKenzie and Weiss,1975; Harper, 1978; Chase, 1979; Hagel:' 
and O'Connell, 1979]. Some simple forms for viscous drag 
are adopted as a basis for testing models, but the various 
potential complexities must be ke~t in mind. 
Stress Models. A variety of driving force models 
incorporating different relative amounts of boundary forces 
I 
and basal ,tractions as described above have been tested against 
the observations 6£ intraplate stress orientations. The 
lithosphere is modeled as a thin, spherical, elastic shell, 
and stresses are calculated. from the imposed forces using 
the finite-element:al1alysis described by Richardson [1978] • 
The results of many models are gLven in Rich~rdson et ale 
--1-
[1979], and only a summary of the results pertinent to the 
question of stress magnitudes will be given here. 
A summary of stress orientation data ,for intraplate 
regions i~ given in Figure 1. Most of the data come from 
the mechanisms of intraplate earthquakes; the re-
mainder are from in situ measurements (see Richardson 
et ale [1979] fqr the original sources of the data shown). 
In c,ompiling such a dataset, it is necessary to establish criteria 
I 
forth:e selection qfthose c;1atamost appropriate for constraining the 
tecton:ic stress field. While such critexia are of 
I 
necessity at least partly arbitraty, our approach has been 
to exclude only those data very; near (rvlOO]{m distance or 
less) plate boundaries and those data likely reflecting 
unmodeled processes. Thus data from continental margins 
have been excluded on the basis of possible contributions 
from sediment loading or thermal contraction - effects not 
I 
modeled, and data are not used from regions of complex 
12. 
tectonics not likely to be a response solely to plate-scale 
forces (e.g., Alps, Appalachians, and North America west of 
the Rockies). 
Based on a comparison with the observed stress orientations 
in Figure 1, the 'predicted stresses are in best agreement with 
I. 
the observations when pushing forces at ridges are included in 
the dr,i VJIlg force model and when the net pulling force due to . 
subducted lithosphere is comparable in magnitude or is at 
most a few times larger than other forces acting on; the plates. 
On the basis of {intraplate stresses, therefore, resistive 
forces opposing the motion of the slab ,..,i th respect to the 
mantle must riearly balance the negative buoyancy of the 
relatively cool, dense slab,; in agreement with similar 
conclusions derived from other considerations [Smith and 
I 
ToksOz, 1972; Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975, Richter, 1977J. 
The maximum ratio of net sl2:b pull to net ridge push is I 
not sensitive to a dependence of net slab pull on subduction rate 
or to the inclusion of other forces in the system. Forces 
13. 
I 
resisting further CQIlYergence at conti,nental collision zone;s 
along the Eurasian plate are important for intfaplate str,esses, 
and improve the fit to the data in Europe, Asia, and the ,Indian 
plate. Resistive ~iscous drag forces adting on the base of the 
, 
plate in a direction opposite to "ab,solute" plate veloei~ty 
I 
improve the fit to the intraplate stress field for several plates 
(e.g., Nazca, South America). The intraplate stress fieldi~ relatively 
insensitive to an increa§ea drag coefficient beneath old 
oceahic lithosphere compared to young oceanic or continental 
lithosphere. Indrep.sing by a factor of five or ten the drag 
: ' 
coefficient beneath continental relative to oceanic lithosphere 
changes the calculated §tresses only slightly and has little 
I. 
effect on the overall fit to observed stresses as long as some 
resistive drag acts beneath oceanic plates. 
1-10dels in which drag force~ drive (i. e., act parallel to 
"absolute" plate velocity) rather than resist plate motions are 
in poor agreement with the data. This poor agreement may depend 
on the oversimplified model of the adopted interaction between 
the plate and the asthenosphere. As noted above, the actual flow 
- . ~. 
pattern in the mantle, including counterflow and possible multiple 
scales of convection, may be 'considerably more complicated than has 
been assumed in these models. 
Two models that provide reasonably gqod fits to a large 
fraction of the intraplate stress orientation data are shown in 
Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 2 are shown the predicted intraplate 
stresses for a model with the following forces: (i) a symmetric 
pushing force at ridges equivalent to a compressive stress of 100 
bars across a 100 km thick plate, (ii) a syrr&.etric pulling force 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
at ttenches of the same absolute magnitude, (iii) a symmetric 
resistive force at continental collision ZQne$ of the same 
, 
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absolute1magriitude and (iv) a drag stresEl-Dv, where v is absolute 
I 
plate velocity in cm/yr and D is 0'.1- ; bar/cm/yr berie~th oceans and 
I 
0.6 bar/cm/yr beneath continents. Note that only the relative 
magnitudes of these· forces are-constrained by the stress orienta-
tion data; their absolute magn1itudes are proportional to an un-
specified mUlti~licative consta~t. 
! 
IT-he predicted directions of principal st:r'esses forithis force 
i 
model are in good agreement with the data for eastern North 
America, Europe, Asia near the Himalayas~ and the Indian plate. 
The fit to the data is good in South America, especially far from 
the trench, and in western Africa and is acceptable in most of the 
Pacific plate. The orientation of l the calculated maximum compres-
sive stress in the Nazca plate for the model is only in moderate 
agreement with the orientation inferred from the single fault 
( - ,-
I 
plane ~olution available. The fit to the data in the northern 
i 
Pacifi6,eastern Asia, and east Africa is rather poor. The fit 
to the data in the northern Pacific and eastern Asia could 
be impro'{ed if SUbduction ·z·one or drag· forces wer~ decreased along. 
I i 
the western ~acific plate margin or if slab force~ were concentr~ted 
on the subducted plate. No attempt, however, has been made to vary 
plate boundary forces locally to match inferred stresses. If such 
an approac~ were adopted, most observed stresses could 
be matched but the solution for the driving mechanism would be 
unjustifiably arbitrary and non-unique. 
In Figure 3 are shown the intraplate stresses for a force 
model that takes the approach of Davies [1978J and Richardson 
15. 
[1978 ] basedbn the a~sumption that drag balances the net torque 
on each plate due to boundary forces. The resulting drag thus 
varies from plate to ~la~e and need not bear a simple relation-
ship to relativ~ plate motions, in cont-rast to the drag derived 
from abpolute plate motion models consistent with known relative 
velocities [Solomon and Sleep, 1974; Solomon et al., 1975; 
i 
Minster. et al., 1974]. The force model includes: (i) a symmetric 
force at ridges equivalent to a compressive stress Qf 100 bars 
across a 100-km thick plate, (ii) a symmetric resistive force at conti-
I i 
nental convergence 'zonesof twice th.:is m~gni tude, ,(i.ii) a pulling force 
at trenches, on the subducted plate. only, . equivalent to an exten-
sional stress of 100 bars across a iOO-km thick plate, and {v} a 
viscous drag on ea,ch plate, due: to the rotation of the plate with 
, 
respect to th~ tinderlying mantle_ (which may be moving) , determined 
by balancing the total vector torque on ,the plate from boundary fprces. 
The predicted stress directions for this model (Figure 3) 
-, I _.- -
I 
'. 
agree very well with the data for'several areas. In the North 
American and Nazca plates, the orientation of the maximum compres-
sive stress is, well matched by the model. The fit is almost as 
good in Europe and in Asia north of the Himalayas., In the India~ 
I 
plate , compressive stress.es trend NW-SE in continental India, in 
I . 
agreement with the data, but the fit is poorer in Australia.. In 
• • .....• . I. South America, the maX.l.l!lum compress~ve stress trends E-W ,I ~p only 
moderate agreement with the data. In the Pacific and the! eastern 
part of the ~frican plate the agreement with the data is poor. On 
the whole, this model provides a better f~tl to continental than 
oceanic data. Comparison of Figures 2 and 3 suggests that any force 
pulling the overthrust plate toward the trench is probably lower in 
16. 
magnitude than the net pull on the subducted plate. 
Discussion. From the standpoint of deviatoric stress 
magnitudes, the most important general conclusion from the 
modeling .of plate tectonic stresses and, the comparison with 
int-raplate stress'orientat'ion data is that ridge pushing force~ 
("J !! 
are an important element of the set of driving forces for the 
! l 
models that provide the best fit to observati~:ms. The stresses 
'" 
that arise from ridge topography are 200-300 bars compression, 
as.poted._9.l;>ove. We are thus led to the conclusion that regional 
deviatoric stresses in plate interiors are oftl1is same general 
i 
magnitude, or 200-300 bars. to within :a factor of perhaps 2 to 3. 
! : 
This conclusion should be tempered,. however/by several 
general o~servations on the results of the plat~ tectonic stress . 
models. The models represen~ed in Figures 2 and 3, though pro-, 
viding good matches to the data for a number of regions with well 
characterized stresses, do not fit all of the data. Thus either 
there are simple models not tested that provide a better fit to 
the global data set t~an those shown, or the stress observations 
are influenced byproqesses not included in the simple,models. 
I 
Even if a-model were obtained that fit all reliable observations 
I 
to withTn their estimated . errors, it is likely on the basis 
of models tested to date that this model would not be unique. 
Thus statements based on elements of best-fitting force models 
must be understood in :ecognition of this nonuniqueness. 
Stress Nagnitudes and Local vs. Regional Stresses 
An alternative a:pproach to constrain the magnitude of 
regiodal deviatoric stresses in the liithosphere from stress 
, 
orien-tation data and plate tectonic models is to find situations 
in "iThich observed st:r;-ess orientations are sensitive in approx-
imately equal measure to a local stress ~ield that may be readily 
quantified and to a re~ional stress field whose magnH:.ude is to 
be determined. Such an approach holds high promise for constrain-
ing the magnitudes of plate tectonic stresses in oceanic litho-
sphere. 
Consider the effect of a volcanic load on oceanic lithosphere. 
Such a load leads to lithospheric flexure and to potentially large 
. . I - i 
local bending stresses. For a very large load, such as Hawaii, 
the local stresses may be in excess of 1 kbar I v?alcott, 1970;. 
Watts and Cochran, 1974] and may dominate the regional st.ress. i 
ThCl<t bending [;treSses may dominate regi6nalstresses for Hawaii 
, I·' . 
is supported by' the report by Roger,s and Endo [1977] that greatest 
compressive stress axes from composite fault plane solutions for 
many mantle earthquakes beneath and near the island of Hawaii are 
radial with respect to the. island. 
For loads appropriately smaller in magnitude than Hawaii, 
the local stresses should be comparable in magnitude to 
the regional stresses. Thus the mechanisms of earthquakes in the 
vicinity of such loads might be expected to indicate P and Taxes 
which differ somewhat from regional trends but which are not pre-
dictable simply from stl:'ess models for the local load only. For 
earthquakes near very small loads or distant from any pronounced 
topographic relief, th~ mechanisms should reflect the regional 
... 
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stress field. 
As an illustration of this approach, consider the region 
near the Ninetyeast ridge in the central Indian Ocean.. The 
Ninetyeast ridge is a pronounced linear feature some 5000 km 
long and rising 1500-2000 m above the surrounding seafloor 
I [e.gl." Bowin, 1973). The ridge is isostatically compensated 
except at short wavelengths [Bowin, 1973; Detrick and Watts, 
1979). Severai large earthquakes have occurred in the Indian 
plate in, the general vicinity dUi:'lng this century [Sykes, 
, , 
1970; Stein and Okal, 1~78). 
>1 • [ 
The orientation of principal stresses in the Indian plate 
may ibe estimated from the fault plane solutions 6f intraplate 
earthquakes. Figure 4 showstheP axis orientations for all iarge 
earthquakes with known focal mecihanisms in the Indian plate near the 
I _ ' 
Ninetye~st ridge. There is a strongly r~gionally consistent 
Ntv-SE trend to the , direction of inferred greatest compressive 
stress. 
Two aspects of this general consistencya+"e:noteworthy: 
(i) The ,p ~~es for strike-slip events on an~ near the Ninetyeast 
--"'-'-1 
ridge t:r;'end ~n general agreement with thosefor~thrust_.events 
in the plate' off' the ridge. '1'hus while a zone of weakness 
ass~ciated with the ridge may control the type of faulting 
, 
[Stein and Qkal, 1978), the in£erred direction of maximum 
horizontal stress for Ninetyeast ridge events is still 
reliable. The data in Figure 4 are entirely consistent 
with a generally uniform stress field across the portion of 
19. 
the Indian plate shown, with strike-slip rather than thrust 
motion the preferred fault type within weak zones in the 
lithosphere. (ii) The P axes for thrust events off the 
~inetyeast ridge are not orthogonal to the strike of the 
ridge. Thus stresses associated with ridge topography do 
not dominate the local stress field. 
This second conclusion can be quantified to produce a 
constrain't on the magnitude of the regional stress field. 
Adopting Bowin's [1973] model for the isostatic compensation 
of the Ninetyeast ridge, the compressive force that the 
ridge exerts per unit length on the lithosphere beneath the 
I ! ; 
adjacent abyssal plain may he estimated from equations (47-
49) in Artyushkov [1973] : 
L = f,(o - 0 )dz 
xx zz 
= ." (.141; + .0671;2) x il0 9 bar-ern + Lridge 
( 1-) 
wh~re O'xx and ozz are horizontal and vertical normal stress 
components ('\, principal stresses), ... r; .. is the height of the ridge 
(in km) with respect to the abyssal plain, Lridge is the value 
of L beneath the ridge, !the integral is taken over1;:he depth 
range of horizontal dens~ty variations, and the minus sign 
denotes a compressive force. Notd that (1) includes the 
effects of topography and isostatic com,pensfltiorl only; the 
effects of viscous forces a.tthe base of the plate and of 
I 
thermal stress due to any differential cooling between the 
ridge and surrounding sea floor, for instance, are not included. 
For 1;; = 1.5 to 2 km [Bowin, 1973], (1) givesL-bridge = 
20. 
- (0.35 to 0.54) x 109 bar-em, or the equivalent of 70 
to 110 bars additional horizontal deviatoric stress over a 
50 km thick plate. For comparison, Artyushkov [1973] gives 
- 1.2 x 10 9 bar-em and 2,40 bars compression for the force/ 
length and stress associated with spreading ridges. 
Thus the regional deviatoric stresses in the Indian plate! 
(excluding the contribution from the Ninetyeast ridge) must 
be larger than -100 bar in magnitude in order to account for 
the pattern of stress orientations in Figure 4. This result 
provides only a lower bound on the magnitude of regional 
deviatoric stres$es in one plate, but the result 
I 
is at least consistent with the inference made above that 
regional stresses are similar in magn:i tude to the stresses 
produced by ridge forces, which are 3 + 1 times as large as 
the force exerted by Ninetyeast ridge topography. 
A number of other oceanic intraplate earthquak.es large 
enough so that their focal mechanisms are known have occurred 
in close proximity to prominent bathymetric features. 
21. 
Bergman and Solomon [1980] have compiled a comprehensive 
catalog of 159 oceanic intraplate earthquakes and, for 
a representative subset of 83 epicentral regions, have 
assessed the degree of association of these earthquakes 
with large bathymetric features and with zones of expected 
i lithospheric weakness (e.g., fracture 2ones). A histo-
gram of the results {Figure 5} shows that the epicenters 
of at least 12 oceanic intraplate earthquakes with known 
I f9cal mechanisms, and at least 11 additional earthquake 
locali ties with one or more tnb":" 4.7 events since 1~64, 
ate situated near features of pronounced seafloor topography. 
Several of these features involve lithospheric loads that 
sho~ld lead to bending stresses larger than the stresses 
indicated above for the Ninetyeast ridge. Thus it may bE.'. 
possible by a comb~nation of detailed stress models and 
car~ful source mechanisms to bound regional deviatoric 
stress magnitudes·from both above and below using this 
approach. 
Two potential difficulties with this approach··should, 
how~ver, be noted: (i) Many oceanic intraplat.e earthquakes 
occur in or near such obvious zones of weakness as fra~ture 
zones and volcanic areas. Over 70 percent df'the oceanic 
earthquake epicentral regions in the listing of Bergman and 
.. 
-----1 
Solomon [1980] are located in such areas (Figure 5).Stress directions 
., 
: I 
. ~ 
I 
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inferred from earthquake mechanisms for such events should be 
used only with caution in the absence of corroborative 
information fr,om events removed from the weak zone-( e • g ., 
Fig~re 4). (ii) -Bending stresses associated with lithospheric 
flexure, for given rheology and thermal structure, are (~xtremely 
sensitive to depth. ,Thus for an observation of rtress o~ientation from 
an 'earthquake mechani~Jn to be a useful constraint on stress ampli~ude, 
the' focal depth must be known with high precision, probably to 
within a few kilometers. 
Conclusions 
The global data on directions of,principal stresses in 
I plate interiors can serve as a test of possib~eplate tectonic 
force models. Such tests conducted to date favor force models 
in which ridge pushing forces playa significant role. For 
, 
Sucp:models, the general magnitude of regional deviatoric 
stresses is comparable to the 200-300 bars compressive stress 
I 
exerted by spreading ridges. 
An alt~rnative approach to estimating magnitudes of 
'! I 
regional de~iatoric stresses 
I 
from stress orientaitions is to 
I ' 
- ! i 
look for regions, of local stress 
I 
eitherdemonstriably smaller 
than or larger than the regional stresses. The reifional 
stresses in oceanic intraplate regions are larger than the 
~100 bar compression exerted by the Ninetyeast ridge and less 
;;han the bending stresses (~l kbar) beneath Hawaii. 
C-J 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. A summary of intraplate ~tress orientation data 
£Richardson et al., 1979]. Filled diic1es denote fault 
i 
plane solutions; arrows denote Pan,:! T axes l where nearly 
horizontal. Filled circles without arrows denote thrust 
faults with poorly constrained P axes. Open circles 
represent in situ data; the line gives the direction of 
maximum horizontal compressive stress. 
Figure 2. princip~i horizontal deviatoric stresses in the 
lithosphere for a model of plate driving forces (see text). 
Principal stress axes without arrows and with arrows pointing 
outward denote deviatoric compression and tension, respec-
tively. Relative magnitude of principal stresses is indicated 
by the length of stress axes. From Richardson et ale £1979]. 
Figure 3. Principal horizontal deviatoric stresses in the litho-
sphere for an alternative driving force model in which basal 
shear balances the torque due to boun~ary forces for each 
, 
plate 
i i (see text). From Richardson et, a 1_._, [1979]. 
Figure 4. Summary of focal mechanisms for! earthquakes in the Ninety-
east ridge region of the Indian plate. Fault plane solutions 
are shown as equal area projections; compressional quadrants 
are z,haded. Lines thrQlJgh leach solution denote the orier!ta-
tion of the P axis. Data are from Sykes [1970]r Fitch [1972], 
Sykes and Sbar [1974], Stein and Okal [1978], and Bergman and 
Solomon [1980]. 
30. 
Figure 5. Histograms of the number of oceanic intraplate earthquake 
.," 
epicentral regions in the·, catalog of Bergma,n arid Solomon 
I [1980] sorted by likelihood'of association with either -(left) 
pre-existing zones of weakness, such as fracture zones or 
volcanic seamount chains, or (right) with topographic relief 
that may provide a significant local source of stress. 
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